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Abstract

A dynamics with twelve colourful stones is created based on

the concepts of gauge and colour. It is associated different gauge

fields to the same group. A group of gauge invariant Lagrangians

is established. A gauge invariant mass tern is introduced. The

colourful stone^ physical insight is to be building blocks for

quarks and leptons. {
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1. INTRODUCTION

It seems that a major consequence of the development of quark

physics was the appearance of the colour concept. It is based

on experimental results.

The consequence is that it is a new fundamental parameter to

analyse the nature process with. Such dynamics has previously been

built in terms of phenomenological entities such as space, time,

mass and charge. Yet, the surprising fact is that while this new

parameter influences experimental results, it cannot be observed.

We thus suppose that the Physics of Galileo, where all the pa-

rameters of a given theory are directly measured, falls apart.

The idea that we are motivated to develop is that the colour

and gau<?e concepts are enough to build up a dynamics. A Lagran-

gian based only on it, as the massless QCD, can predict prop-

erties of matter like for instance, the Asymptotic Freedom-Con-

finement, Decay Rates, Anomalous Dimension, etc. Therefore, the

first aim of this work is to understand elementary particles made

by colour only. These particles will be called the Colourful

Stones. They will yield two consequences. First, a way to create

motion. It can be an option for the Big Bang. The other is by

observing that the last acts of our age in Physics are in the

hands of two sinister actors: the quark and the lepton. Then,

these stones will appear as sources for the last chapter. How-

ever they differ from the Preon concept.

The paper is based on three steps. In Part I, the Colourful

Stones are defined, and some types of possible Lagrangians that

are gauge invariant are studied. In Part II, the asymptotic free
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dom property is prevised through the presence of the. three aauge

boson graph. In Part III, a gauge boson mass term is introduced

preserving the gauge invariance. In the conclusion the presence

of these stones are justified with the concept of unification.

They will mean a unification coming from the back.
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PART I - THE COLOURFUL DYNAMICS

2. Searching for the Yang Yin Lagrangian

The colourful stones dynamics will be organized by some La-

grangian. We will call it the Yang Yin Lagrangian. Some facts

suggests us to search for a Yang-Mills type [1]. They are the

QCD applications in strong interactions, the broken symmetry in

weak interactions and the Einstein Gravitation. And also, colour

has emerged from a Yang-Mills Lagrangian.

Considering only the concept of colour our first principle is

to consider theses stones in two types. They will be called yang

and yin stones. Following some experimental sense these stones

will have three colours. Thus, it yields the triplets as in Fig. 1.

The Yang stones will have three colours and the respective antjL

colours. The Yin stones will have the same colours and antioolours.

The total gives twelve different stones.

Yang Stones Yin Stones

FIGURE 1

The twelve yang-yin stones are arranged now In triplets and

antitriplets. They will need a Lagrangian to establish their

dynamics.
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The other principle to be adopted is that fundamental fields

(in the case they are the Yang and the Yin) are associated with

different gauge fields. It also means that these two fundamen-

tal fields can not interact directly, but via gauge bosons. For

instance, it will restrict terms as

if V and 4> are fundamental fields. This principle implies con-

sequences in the renormalizabi11ty of the theory. It can avoid

the necessity of the potential concept.

3. Matter Interaction

Associating the index 1=1,2 to the Yang and Yin stones re-

spectively yields in the space time structure the expression

(1)

where A* and pJ are the gauge fields and Yang-Yin field stones.

Following QED we can suppose the interacting part of the col.

ourful stones Lagrangian to have the following form

A ' P i O r N a ^ J ^ t ) Pj* p;C<VigAj'V VigA£'\)]p2

(2)

Observe that it depends only on the concept of colour through

the index a. It must be invariant under some compact Lie Group
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of transformations G. The various fields belong to the repre-

sentation U of G. U must be. chosen unitary. Considering the pre£

ence of three colours and anticolours the group to be chosen

can be SU(3). Then L must be invariant under the field trans-

formation

where (3)
it ae (x)

U(6) » e , a a 1,2,...,8

Introducing the covariant derivative,

Dl

demanding that this type of derivative has the same transforma

tion property as px itself,

( D j p V * u<6) (DJp1) (4)

and using the following notation for the fields

- D*

gives from (4)

(ttAj)« -U(taAj) IT
1 -Ajj) tHtT1 (5)

9
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and a similar transformation for B*.

Considering the infinitesimal rotation

U<6) % l-it a 0 (x)
«1

yields

and a similar expression for A*.

4. The Possible Gauge Fields Covariant Contributions

Inspired in the Yang-Mills Lagrangian type [1] and observing

the gauge invariance (5) we can build up the following tensors;

(The notation is t xa=X).

(i) the tensor G* . Define

Considering the infinitesimal rotation (6),

that
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and replacing (8) in (9) gives

The second term in (7) transform like ill

Adding (10) and (11)

that gives

Observe that the tensor Ga is rot antisymmetric,

(ii) The tensor Ha
v> Define

Similarly to (7)

is not antisymmetric either. It obeys the relation
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Another way to obtain the relations (13) and (15) is by de

fining the following covariant derivatives

giving

(iii) Similarly to QCD define

Considering (8)

\ v -> o AP[IV IT1

(iv) Define the tensors

(18)

(19)

bc Au Av (20)

(22)
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they y i e ld

(v) Consider (23) , (24) and define the relation

where A^ is something that transform like

Ayv ~

Observe that the antisynimetric matrices whose coefficients are

numbers can satisfy (27) directly.

Thus,

V Y -1FUV -> U V °
(28)

ypuv - > U ypyv ^

(vi) Relate the Yang and Yin structures with a and 8 planes

respectively. The tensor which represents the kinetic part of

the fields Aa and B^ will be attached to the planes a and 0. In

order to make such a study we have first to define some opera-

tions.

(a) The representation of the fields in terms of planes

Au - > Au S ' B P - > K % <29)
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(b) Product-we can build up two kinds of products between

such vectors, the internal and the external. The first one is

defined by

and the other i s

a A a

Defining that

fi.fi = fi , 6-6 = B
(32)

gives that the product of two vectors in one plane can generate

a tensor is the same plane or in the other plane. This creates

the following possibilities

F..*i w a «.A. *-3.A. « • A..rA. I 3 (33)

Yp;v
 a - \Ka - 3vA5a + D y B v 3 a ô (34)

observe that the tensor in (33) is only in the a plane, while in

(34) there is a term with fields in the P plane. Considering (26)

they also transform like
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> Ü A F j v I
1 S <35)

Similarly there, will appear such tensors in the B plane, lhe im

portance in introducing the tensors with d or g is that it will

restrict the equations of motion.

(vii) If two tensors X anâ Y transform covariantly, the ad

dition and product will also have such property

X ± y — > u(x± Y) u"1

(36)

XY — > U(X Y) U~l

5. A Toy Model - The Shower

Considering that with two gauge fields appears differents La-

grangians let us interpret them with a model, it is based on

fluid dynamics. There we have

-2-f(x,y,z,t) s ( A + vVtf) f(x,y,z,t) (37)
Dt at

where v is th« river velocity. The relation (37) tell us that

the derivative of a function f which depends on the river coor-

dinates is in true D( f. Thus,

£ — > D t f (38)
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Similarly, we can write for quantum field theory that

(39)

with

3 + v Vu yv v (40)

the first term in (40) represents the local variation of the

field and the second is a variation correlated with the "river"

as in Fig. 2. Thus we are going to define this river made out of

the fields A? such that

V (41)

Fig. 2. The variation of Che field is given by

(Dp V) 5 x
M

The basic idea of these two structures called by Yang-Yin is

to create two different dynamics but that are related. This is

expressed through the terms 6$ and 6? which are connected with

different "rivers" . Comparing the gauge fields as the "rivsr waters"
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and the f i e l d s as the ships l e t us try to understand intuitively

the Lagrangian,

the f i r s t terra corresponds to the r iver energy and the other t o

the navigation of the sh ip . The d i f f i c u l t y in sect ion 4 was t o

define I»G uniquely. In order to understand i t , l e t us remember

from f lu id dynamics that to observe a flow of a r iver there axe

two operators: the divergent and curl

RIVER TENSOR = DIVERGENT + CURL

In QSD t h i s tensor , F , i s given by

as the divergent part 3 Au i s considered zero, only the curl F represents

such river tensor. Then the question i s for the Yang-Mills case Where

and s o , i t i s necessary an explanation for the second term.

Let us observe the tensor

and interpret i t as in Figure 3 . Then, the term C . B*| B^ plays
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the role of a shower from the plane $ on a. The dynamics in the

a plane w i l l depend on the r iver on the £ plane and v ice versa.

We expect to understand t h i s dependence as being the or ig in of

Asymptotic Freedom-Confinement properties: (23) , (24), (33) and (34) are

tensors with such shower.

Fig. 3. &a field» dropping in the a plane through a shower in

The interpretation of (7) and (14) i s in figure 4,

PARENT RIVER: G i v X

Fig. 4. The field» AJ, B* are mixed in the parent river.
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6. The Poss ib le Lagrangians for the Gauge F ie lds

Considering (13), (15) , (25) , (27), (34) , (35) , (36) there will

appear a l a rge number of p o s s i b i l i t i e s to bu i ld up gauge invari

ant Lagrangians. For ins tance (13) and (15) y i e ld

J , pv

°ns * y v a

^ G * yv a

Ga yv ( 4 2 )

* yv a

~ HV pv yv a '

It would be nice to have only one Lagrangian. We could avoid (25)

with the argument that is does not minimize the Lagrangian ef-

fects. We expect that others necessities will enable us to reduce

the selection.

7. Motion Equations

The variation of the fields Y and $ gives

(43)

rO.-igB* t H^-igB^t n <fr«0 (44)

-ÍG*vG]jv the variation in relation to AJJ yield»
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and the variation in relation to B*

—ifl* ,H)1V similarly yield.

c\c

uv ".

(47>

b AFC (53)
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F?

with Ayy'a being a Lagrangian multiplier. It is a synraetric tensor.

Similarly gives

YFa - Ca Ab p c (57)

For A » - i YF*„ yFvv Ô - i yF* yFMV B + the Laarangian multiplier

I» > yv a « yv a _ ..

in Ô and 6. Calculating the equations of motion for the (* and 0

planes give respectively

V a s c\ B
b YFC a

yv,p be y vy

We suppose that equations (57) and (58) are hard to Interpret,

However in (59) and (60) things can start to become more clear.

For instance, consider the case where the plane a does not de-

pende on the shower from 6. This means B** 0 on that plane. In
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this limit (59) is

that would be just like a QED with colour.

8. Conserved Currents

Any continuous transformation which leaves the action invariant

will give a conserved current. In order to simplify the calcula

tions, the currents corresponding to the Lagrangians in section

6 will be obtained with SU(2) algebra. They will be invariant un

der the global symmetry

iL.$ . it.t -LL.t
1" — > e f ; gL.A's e g L.A e (62)

and similarly for the fields $ and B .

The expression for the conserved current is

«$. (63)

Consider (7),

" 7 vv •i*DJj(A) f • |0M(B)*| (64)

(62) and (63) yield
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Using the Buler Lagrange equations

V G v u A V ' " < \ AGvu> A V GvuABvfp
 ( 6 6 )

Applying the Jacobi i d e n t i t y in (66)

VU = 3 / ^ 3 / i y =0 (67)

where Yjy= T Yy Lx T and yjy= i •>tL1^ * are the Yang and Yin cur-

rents respect ively .

The Lagrangian (14) gives the same expression as (67) . The

others from (20), (21), (23), (24) give

Dy(A)
YJlt +Dp(B)

yJu = 0 (68)

(32) and (33) yield

Dy(A)
YjU â + Du(B)

yjlJ â = 0 (69)

Observe that two fields ¥ and <*• can rotate under the same group

ia iot
4> — > e $ ; y —.. e V

but that does not mean they are equal. In a forthcaming work we

snuw une I,UIIUII.J.UII» HJÍ /L J D <

tion.

will show the conditions for A°j / B through current conserva-
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PART II - THE RUNNING COUPLING CONSTANT

9. The Asymptotic Freedom -AF

It is sensible to consider the colour matter in Confinement.

Therefore it is essential for the Lagrangian (s) here to have

this property. However the calculations through perturbation theory

allow us to observe only the region where AP can exist. Thus we

will assume our belief in a correspondence between such prop-

erties. Then it will be enough to calculate the beta function

only for small g.

We know from perturbative QCD that the three gluon vertex is

responsible for the appearance of AF [2]. In the case of the

Lagrangians in (22) it is similar to QCD. The three gauge bosons

graphs will be as Fig. 5. The same kind of

B

Fig. 5. Three gauge bosons graphs generated by (22).The fields

¥ and $ have an independent dynamics.

graphs will appear from (13), (15), (21), (34), however quaiita

tively different. This means that the yang yin stones are inter

acting through Fiq. 6.

A

B/\B

Fig. 6. Three gauge vertex generated by (13), (15), (21), (34).
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A Yang Mills Lagrangian has the asymptotic freedom property.

In our case i t i s extended with the presence of two gauge fields

in the same group. In order to generate the first numbers we prefered

t o choose the Lagrangian most d irec t ly connected with the shower

model in Fig. 3 . However i t i s not gauge invariant. I t i s just

a mathematical exercise to show the appearance of a negative sign

in the beta function. In Appendix A we have calculated the tunning

coupling constant for

that yields for the not gauge dependent part,

16it

where

We symbolically would interpret the exercise in (71) as a moti-

vation for a cake recipe. In order to prepare it we need basi-

cally wheat and butter. After, some fruits can be added. An ac-

celerator can separate these fruits, but not the yang butter from

the yin wheat. Physically, the yang yin stones interaction as

in Fig. 6 intend to generate the AF property. The confinement will

be prevised by the appearance of a mass term for the gauge boson.
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PART III - A GAUGE INVARIANT MASS TERM

9. The Gauge Field Mass

A problem for the gauge formalism is how to obtain gauge fields

with mass preserving the gauge invariance. The gauge symmetry

for just one field does not yield a massive field. Normally there

is just three dynamical variables. Observe that in order to

realize such symmetry it is necessary to choose some gauge ref-

erence system (gauge fixing). It will reduce another degree of free

dom. However a massive field must have three degrees of freedom.

The transformations (5) allows us to obtain a covariant expres-

sion by subtracting the fields

(72)

that gives a gauge invariant mass term ma(A*-B®)2. (72) could

represent a mass term with colour indices. It would be a NxN ma

trix (where N is the dimension of the adjoint representation) such

that

[O,m?J « 0 (73)

(73) brings a mass term written in terms of Caremir operators.

This fact creates a gauge boson mass depending on the matrices

of the colour group.

Another procedure is by redefining the fields

\ -
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Du = \ + Bu (75)

obtaining

<76'

that is a massive and gauge invariant Lagrangian. The parameter

X is arbitrary and can be considered equal one. The strenght

tenser D is Yang Mills type, while C not necessarily. Por

instance,

CUV * Dy(D)Cv-Ov(D)C

where D^D) = 3^-gD^ (77)

10. CONCLUSION

The general idea is to start nature dynamics with twelve col-

ourful stones. They would represent a type of unified theory. Ob

serving that the measurable world has a fermion-boson structure,

motivate us to postulate the stones nature also in two families.

They were called by yang and yin and with the same three colours.

Our belief is that colour is a general property of nature. It

does not belong only to the quarks. Thus the colourful stones

would appear as building blocks for quarks and leptons. A conse

quence is that the Asymptotic Freedom for the stones would mean

that quarks and leptons are also interacting weakly for short dis
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tances. The quarks wave function can be defined as X ^ f ^ *

and the lepton by n=4>x^.. A constant fi>k is used for to balance

the colour indices.

Another point of view is about a massive gauge boson., lhe gauge

principle is being considered as the most useful way to generate

interactions. A difficulty with this formalism is how to create

conditions for the gauge boson mass. Therefore, the strong inter

actions through QCD has to be mediated by a massless gluon. How

ever, if by the study of the ultraviolet divergence it brought

the Asymptotic Freedom property [2], the infrared side gave a

disease [3]. In our opinion with the failure of the factoriza-

tion theorems in the quark gluon scattering (4] either the con-

cept of impulse approximation in a hadron scattering must be re

vised or the gluons are massive. This fact represents an internal

criticism to QCD. In (72) appears a massive field.

An option is to interpret (76) just as a field theory. Thus we

would adopt the matter fields being fermionic and bosonic quarks.

They would have spin half and zero. Consider scalar quarks in-

cluded as in Fig. 7 and without charge. Thus we suppose that

will become hard to find an experimental counter example for

their presence. It is because phenomenologically they will in-

fluence only the mass.

Fig. 7. A hadron model. The valence quarks are described by fertnionlc struc
Cures. Instead of quark-antiquark pairs forming the "sea", ve consider a sca~
lar colourful matter.
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Basing on the basic gauge fields we can build up different me

diating particles. For instance, the tensor A Bv would corre-

spond to a massless particle with spin two. At this way is pos

sible to generate anothers kinds of interactions. The principle

of unification would be coining from behind. This means that the

task will be from colourful stones to understand how to create

the four basic interactions.

Another attitude is to interpret these two gauge fields as In

teracting with the same matter field as in Fig. 8.

Although colour cannot be measured our intention is to explore

how much it generates the matter process.

Pig. 8. The tame natter nultiplet interacting with different gauge fields.
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APPENDIX A

It is a study basing on Perturbation theory of (70). He are

going to calculate the beta function.

Feynman Graphs

Similarly to QCD it is introduced the gauge fixing term and

the ghost term. Rewriting the Lagrangian in terms of a free and

an interacting part will yield the Feynman rules. The propagators

will be like QCD but with two different fields. The gauge fixing

term i s (A M+B M)] 2. The three gauge vertices will bring two

different types. The first one is

•thh

Similarly there is the case
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The four gauge vértice are similar to QCD, The matter fields

Feynman rules are similar to the usual scalar and fermionic

fields. We are going to study up to one loop. The basic integral

I . _ to solve the graphs can be expressed by the relation,
ab f N

*ab,N • • =

_ In

(4if)n/2r(a) r(b)

§ — b mm r(a+b.n, B(H-
I N z zn 7 0

n+l+N
. :ii4l... . v TT+1—a—b

4 (4*r / Ar(a) r(b) MiH2 M3 MV 2 2

where N means the number of terms in the numerator and

T (x+y)

In order to obtain the beta function it is necessary to cal-
Y A yculate the yang renormalization constants Z3, %y Zl and the

yin case Z^, Z*, z\* Considering our motivation, we are going to

approximate the calculation by not considering the mixing prog

agator between the gauge fields. It is valid because it would

only contribute to improve the negative sign. In a further work

this presence will be considered
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Y
1. Yang Field Renormalization constant: Z-

Calculating the one loop contributions

A

l-g2aC2 _p

where

L = -£n(-2-) + £n4T + 2-v
U2

2. Yin field renormalization constant: ZÍ

...Q
_/_ 3.. = -g2C2(R) p

2|22-(l-c

yielding

2 —

^ • 1 • —2 C-(R) f-(3-o) + 2L+ (1-a) (L-2) + o(e)l
3 Urr)2 2 'e

3. Yang Gauge field renormalization constant: Z_

This number is determined by the following graphs
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•

.'Q. = 0

Adding these graphs and considering the symmetrical factors

yield the tensor i*uv. The field C represents the ghost. It is

interesting to note that with thus concept that mix the A and B

fields the longitudinal part of the polarization tensor disappear

naturally. It means that it is not necessary to introduce the ghost

term as in QCD. The coefficient is

ZÍ « l+g^.vfC, (G) f-(2+2a)

T(R)f- - - - • -
e 3 9 3

the ghosts were not considered in the expression above.
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4. Yin Gauge Field Renormalization Constant: Z3

It is similar to the yang case. The difference is in the graph

then,

-g2 T<R) ̂ r C

2 •

"e 3 3 3

without ghosts,

5. Yang Vertex Renormalization Constant: Z.

• 10

In the second graphs was calculated with the approximation

1 --2l—J-C,(R) -ic,(6)ir—-"- «(1+L)
< 4 T » ) 2 " 2 2 Z c 2
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6. Yin Vertex Renormalization:

B

giving

(4TT) 2 e 2 2

+ C (R) £-(-6+2a) • 5-3L~3a • a L] +a

7. The beta Function: 0<g )

The Lagrangian bring studied is not gauge invariant. Therefore

the parameter a is meaningless. However our motivation is just to

understand the influence of the three gauge vértice (Fig. 6) in

the beta function. Then we are going to consider the calculations

for <x»0. It similarly to QCD brings a negative sign.
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BY(g ) * ÍL-f2C <G)-- T(R)1
R (4TT)2~ 3

Sy(gn) = 5_f-c,(G)-i T(Rfi
R ( 4 T t ) 2 ~ 3 2 3

Adding these two contributions yields a beta function less than

zero for the case Nfál6. Thus with the twelve colourful stones

we can have the asymptotic freedom property. It is only a mathe-

matical result.
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